Introduction
Random access analysers can be defined as totally flexible, allowing multitests, organ panels, single tests and stats at any time and in any combination. An optical system is necessary to measure absorbances for one reaction at different scheduled times and for different reactions performed simultaneously at different wavelengths.
Only liquid phase reactions are discussed in this paper. If it was possible to consider only the reaction mixture, R, prepared by adding a sample to one or several reagents, the first controls would be the reagent('s) integrity control by a reagent blank and sample interferents by a sample blank at different wavelengths. The reaction could then be checked by absorbance measurements.
In reality the control of all the parts of the optical system has to be considered: these are the light source L, the monochromator, M, the optical cuvette, OC, the photocell, P, and the microprocessor, C. figure 3 .
Polychromatic analysis [2] Taking bichromatism first, figure 4 [3] .
In the Hitachi 737, automatic measurements of serum indexes were proposed to the user but the real polychromatic analyses are possible with linear diode array photodetectors, described in figure 5 . Figure 5 (a) shows a classic optic with a holographic grating-a motor selects the wavelength. Figure 5( 
